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So much has happened in twenty years! It is certainly a

joyous occasion to see JSD remain a valuable resource for

surfactant scientists and researchers. My first experience

with AOCS publications occurred before JSD was a reality.

As an industrial chemist working with block copolymer

surfactants, I readied a manuscript for submission to the

Journal of the American Oil Chemists’ Society (JAOCS),

following the guide to authors in an exact manner. I edited

and ‘‘perfected’’ my work several times, and the day came

to send it to AOCS headquarters in Champaign. I was

overjoyed that the paper passed peer review, and later,

received the marked-up copy of my work. I could hardly

read the original print due to the editing marks, notes, and

changes. After the shock receded, I took an objective look

at the changes made by Bert Princen (then the JAOCS

Editor-in-Chief) and the copy editors, even going so far as

to create my own ‘‘rule book’’ from the editors’

suggestions. After a final check of the galley proof and

subsequent publication, I realized how much I learned from

that experience. The editors transformed my work and

made it more readable and clear for all time.

In 1994, I was fortunate to be invited to work with Bert

Princen as one of his Associate Editors for JAOCS. During

that time I made a keen effort to help authors write well,

maximize readability, and tell an accurate story of their

work. When named as Technical Editor of JSD in 1997, I

vowed to carry on this vision.

After having three papers published in JAOCS, I heard

through the grapevine that Michael Cox was working with

AOCS to create a new and unique surfactant-related jour-

nal, and that he may be seeking a Technical Editor. JAOCS

published two issues on surfactants each year, and it

seemed reasonable that a dedicated journal should come

into existence and be a complement to the AOCS Surfac-

tants and Detergents Division. I was familiar with Mike,

and was encouraged to approach him and see how I might

be able to help in the new venture. I happened to be

attending the 1996 CESIO meeting in Barcelona Spain, and

at an evening gathering I saw Mike just ahead of me in a

line of people. I introduced myself, gave him my Dow

Chemical Company business card, and expressed interest

in being involved with the new journal. He thanked me,

and disappeared into the crowd.

A few weeks later, he called back and met with me and

others who would bring JSD from concept to reality.

Without Mike’s vision, influence and leadership within the

AOCS organization, the new journal would not have

developed significant traction. Working as the JSD Tech-

nical Editor, along with Mike’s core team of Mary Lane,

Arno Cahn, Lisa Quencer and Brian Moore, was a

rewarding experience personally and professionally. What

a great group of people, and what a great organization!
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Then in late 2003, I was asked to consider the JSD

Editor-in-Chief position since Mike was stepping down

from the helm. I was hesitant to attempt to fill his shoes,

but accepted. Moral and technical support from the staff of

JSD and AOCS Press was phenomenal! Russ Elms

(Technical Editor), Arno Cahn (Review Editor), Catherine

Watkins (News Editor), and the host of Associate Editors

and Editorial Advisory Board members kept my blood

pressure moderated, and we worked as a great team. Please

forgive me for missing any names!

During 2006, AOCS and Springer developed plans and

agreements that paved the way for Springer to carry

forward publishing and marketing efforts for JSD. This was

outlined in J. Surfact Deterg (2007) 10:1 in a letter to the

readership. It was a thrill to write that letter, and be a part

of such a huge change.

Thanks to everyone—authors, readers, publisher and

staff. Also, thanks to the two subsequent Editors-in-Chief

Jean-Louis Salager and George Smith. They have achieved

for JSD what I could not have done!

All the best

Vaughn Mark Nace.
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